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Foreword
In 2010, the Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR) Framework and Guidelines were introduced in Western
Australia as part of the State Government’s Local Government Reform Program. All local governments were
required to have their first suite of IPR documents in place by 1 July 2013.
In essence, IPR is a process designed to:
 Articulate the community’s vision, outcomes and priorities
 Allocate resources to achieve the vision, striking a considered balance between aspirations and
affordability
 Monitor and report progress (Reference: IPR Framework and Guidelines - September 2016)
This document, the Strategic Community Plan is the ‘guiding’ document for the IPR and sets the direction for
the Shire for the next ten years. The original Community Strategic Plan 2012-2022 of the Shire of Carnamah
was adopted by Council on 19th September 2012. In 2016, Council undertook the first major review since the
introduction of the new guidelines with extensive community consultation in the form of community
meetings and a community wide survey. This provided Council and its senior staff with some strong priorities
with respect to the future direction of the Shire and has resulted in the Strategic Community Plan 2027.
The Strategic Community Plan 2027 sets out the social, environmental, economic and civic leadership goals
for the future of our community. It is a community plan, not just a Council plan. The Council will however be
responsible for the Plan’s implementation and the ongoing updates to the Plan in the coming years.
Our Councillors support the Plan and believe it reflects the aspirations and priorities of the community. This
is a living document and will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to maintain its credibility. Councillors and staff
will work hard towards its ongoing development and the delivery of outcomes.

Cr Merle Isbister
President
Shire of Carnamah
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Introduction
The Strategic Community Plan (SCP) of the Shire is the overarching planning document for the Integrated
Planning and Reporting regime. It is the starting point as a result of community engagement and outlines the
long term community vision, values, aspirations and priorities.
The Strategic Community Plan provides an overview of the major programs and activities proposed by
Council over the next ten years. It is a living document designed to accurately chart the aspirations of Council
and the community and to match priorities with funding sources. Due to changing priorities and funding
regimes (particularly with respect to grants), the purpose of the Plan is to provide an overview of what is
hoped to be achieved during the ten year timeframe to which it applies. There are also important strategic
risk implications to be taken into consideration.
The Strategic Community Plan of the district
 articulates a vision of the future which is supported by Council and the wider community;
 provides an overview of the Shire's current situation.
 identifies factors that will impact on the future of the Shire.
 identifies proposed major capital projects.
Local Government generally operates in an environment of competing demands and scarce resources. An
ongoing challenge for Council is to maintain its current asset base and to carefully prioritise what future
initiatives should be funded to derive maximum benefit for the community.

Figure 1: Elements of Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework
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Integrated Planning and Review Cycle
The Integrated Planning and Reporting regime is a cyclical
process. As shown in the diagram (opposite) it begins with
community engagement and setting a vision. This forms the
basis for the Strategic Community Plan (SCP) which contains the
community’s aspirations for the long and medium term. The
Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) which is also a ten year plan
provides models of alternative funding scenarios and provides a
financial profile of the Shire.
The Corporate Business Plan contains the medium (four year)
term priorities and outlines the work program and detailed
costings of priorities, aspirations and funding scenarios
obtained from the SCP and LTFP.
At the end of this development process the Strategic
Community Plan, Corporate Business Plan and core informing
strategies all align.

Figure 2: Integrated Planning and Reporting Cycle

The next part of the cycle is the annual cycle. It consists of the Annual Budget, monitoring implementation,
and the Annual Report. The Annual Budget is based on the relevant year’s work program and financial year
in the Corporate Business Plan.
Each year the Corporate Business Plan is updated and reviewed. Both progress and significant revisions are
recorded in the Annual Report. A year is added to the Long Term Financial Plan.
Every second year, the process enters the Strategic Review. The Strategic Review alternates between the
minor and major versions. The minor version is generally a desktop review process and tends to focus on
resetting the Corporate Business Plan. The major version involves re-engagement with the community on
vision, outcomes and priorities, and a comprehensive review of the whole IPR suite.
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Shire Information

Figure 3: Map of the Shire of Carnamah (from TPS)

About the Shire
The Shire of Carnamah in the North Midlands region of Western Australia encompasses an area of 2876
square kilometres. The principal town of Carnamah is situated on the Midlands Road, 308 kilometres north
of Perth. Eneabba is situated on the Brand Highway, 278 kilometres north of Perth, 65 kilometres west of
Carnamah and 30 kilometres east of Leeman.
Both towns support the principal industry of agriculture (grain and sheep farming) with rural suppliers,
machinery dealership, automotive & smash repair businesses, primary and high schools, and various retail
and service outlets. Recent extensions carried out by Cooperative Bulk Handing have resulted in Carnamah
becoming one of the largest primary grain receival points in the region.
Tourism is an emerging industry due to an increased awareness amongst travellers, of the Shire being one
of the richest areas in the state for wildflowers from August to October. The Carnamah Historical Society
Museum is well recognised as being one of the most comprehensive in the state in terms of it accurately
representing the history and growth of agriculture and in displaying machinery, records and artefacts from
the last 100 years. This has led to the development of a Tourist Information Centre in Carnamah, and an
increased demand for accommodation and reservations at the Caravan Park. Eneabba serves as a
service/stopover point for travellers wishing to access Lake Indoon and the Coolimba Coast. .
The ‘Two Town Shire’ is a classic blend of the ‘old’ and the ‘not so old’ with Eneabba being gazetted as a
town in 1961, after the area was opened up for agricultural purposes in the 1950’s. On the other hand,
Carnamah celebrated its Centenary in 2013. The friendliness and diversity of the two towns allow/make for
a relaxed lifestyle.
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Demographics
At the time of this review, the results of the 2016 Census have not been released. This information will be
incorporated into this Plan when they are available.
The population of the Shire (approx 546) decreased by about 27% in the 5 years from 2006. This is much
larger than the previous 10% decrease from 2001 to 2006. This is reflected in the decrease in families and
most markedly “couple families with children” – from 81 in 2006 to 59 in 2011.
The median age has increased from 33 (2001) to 37 (2006) to 42 (2011). This is higher than the state and
national figures of 36 and 37 respectively and indicates an ageing community. In 2006 the Shire had the
same median age as the national median.
There has also been a reduction in the percentage of indigenous people to 3.5% (from 5.3%) which is closer
to the state and national averages.
There is an imbalance with an above national average quota (3% each way) of males (52.2%) and an under
representation of females (47.8%). However this is in line with previous census data. The age group
representations are most noticeably smaller than the national average in the 15-29 year and 35-44 year
brackets; and then noticeably higher in the 50-59 year groups. This has become more evident since the 2006
Census.

Figure 4: Shire of Carnamah population trends 2001 - 2011

General Statistics (as per 2011 Census)
Towns:

Carnamah and Eneabba

Population:
Male
Female
Median Age

546
285
261
45

Number of Families:

141

Number of Dwellings:

291
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Alignment with State and Regional Strategies
It is intended that the plan is aligned with state and regional planning
strategies.
The Shire of Carnamah Strategic Community Plan and its four
community well-being priorities of Social, Environmental, Economic
and Civic Leadership have been aligned at a local level to the
following state and regional strategies, plans and frameworks:
 Department of Planning
 State Planning Strategy (2050)
 Mid West Regional Planning & Infrastructure
Framework (2015)
 Department of Regional Development
 Regional Development Policy Framework
 Regional Development Strategy (2016-2025)
 Mid West Development Commission
 Mid West Investment Plan (2011–2021)
 Mid West Regional Blueprint (2050

STATE: - Depts.
of Planning &
R.D.L

SHIRE OF
CARNAMAH:Community Strategic
Plan

Figure 5 Synergetic Strategies: State, Regional & Local

Strategic Issues Facing the Shire of Carnamah
Maintaining a strong financial position is paramount. The budget
challenges currently being faced by the State and Federal
Government impact to some degree on the Shire of Carnamah.
Significant increases in compliance and utility costs passed on by the
State Government and the freezing of the Federal Government’s
Financial Assistance Grants to Local Government, are examples.
Declining population / ageing population is another challenge that is
faced by rural local governments throughout Australia. Access to
professional employment opportunities are very limited in small
country communities. In addition, higher education opportunities are
th

Mid West Regional Planning and
Infrastructure Framework 2015
 Globally competitive region
 Strong & resilient Mid West region
 Sustainable communities
 Infrastructure
planning
&
coordination
 Conservation
Regional Development Policy Framework
 Housing and services
 Employment, infrastructure & skills
 Health
 Education
 Social and environmental Amenity
 Leadership and decision making
Regional Development Strategy 20162025
 Develop capacity
 Capture investment
 Economic infrastructure
 Drive policy & reform
 Grow emerging industries
 Support change capability
 Identify investment opportunities
Mid West Regional Blueprint 2050
 Physical infrastructure
 Digital & communications
 Economic Development
 Highly desirable communities
 Knowledge & learning

REGIONAL:Mid West
Development
Commission
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Mid West Investment Plan 2011 – 2021
 Population increase
 Refreshed and revitalised Mid West
 Balanced urban and coastal
development
 Improved government services
 Effective health service delivery
 Skilled & educated community
 Positive outcomes for Aboriginal
people
 Improved infrastructure to facilitate
coastal & inland development
 Prosperous & diverse primary
industries
 Diversified & enhanced minerals &
energy industries
 Continued expansion of tourism
 New & innovative industries &
services
 Valued & protected environment
Strategic Community Plan
 Social
 Environment
 Economic
 Civic Leadership
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also very limited and is a major reason why families relocate to the metropolitan area.
Making the Shire Investment ready is of strategic importance. This includes assisting current industries and
businesses (the economic drivers) by way of developing, improving and maintaining an efficient road
network, attracting visitors to the Shire, maintaining the townsites to a high standard and facilitating the
attraction of medical professionals and tradespeople.
In recent years, the Shire of Carnamah has proactively addressed several challenges, including implementing
townsite revitalisation / townscaping programs in both Carnamah and Eneabba, strengthening the Shire’s
financial position and completing the largest annual works programs on record with the upgrade of the
Carnamah–Bunjil road and commencing the upgrade of the Eneabba–Coolimba road.
The ongoing challenge for Council is to clearly communicate its vision, role and priorities whilst providing a
platform for the community to comment upon, engage and collaborate in determining the scope and levels
of Council’s services and development priorities.

Community Engagement
As part of the Integrated Planning and Reporting process for Local Government legislated by the State
Government in 2011, the Carnamah Shire Council is committed to developing and introducing a Strategic
Community Plan effective from 1st July 2017.
In February 2016, Council adopted the following process for the review of the Shire of Carnamah Strategic
Community Plan:
1. Introduction paper prepared to initially engage the community in the process (March/April);
2. Fact sheet prepared and circulated to inform the community of the current status of the Community
Strategic Plan (March/April);
3. Fact sheet prepared on the current financial environment in which the Shire is operating in terms of
government grants and rate levels (March/April);
4. “Round table” public meetings to be to be held after the Ordinary Council meetings in May
(Carnamah) and June (Eneabba), facilitation of these meeting to be conducted by staff;
5. Outcomes from public meetings to be collated and made public (July/August);
6. Public survey to be circulated along the lines of the survey for the inaugural Community Strategic
Plan; (August)
7. Community Strategic Plan Developed along with other plans and informing strategies and adopted in
late 2016/early 2017.
(See appendix D for copies of the documents.)
A ‘Community Strategic Plan Review 2016’ page was created on the Shire of Carnamah website and as the
process progressed, the relevant documents were attached. The Information Bulletins were each printed in,
and the public meetings advertised in, the local paper for a number of weeks. The community survey was
posted to all ratepayers; made available to anyone on request; and promoted through a flyer and in the
local paper. It was also available to anyone accessing the Shire website.
This ongoing community engagement process has proven to be invaluable in establishing a positive way
forward for the Shire of Carnamah.
Overall there was a 10% community representation involved in the consultation process. This is nearly 5%
less than the previous Community Engagement process held in 2012. This either indicates a high level of
satisfaction with the performance of the Shire due to the completion of the major Revitalisation Projects and
roadworks; or perhaps a situation where people feel that they are being over surveyed and are finding it
onerous to participate.
th
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Residents were asked the following:
 What their greatest wish was for the Shire in the next 10-20 years;
 What they liked about living in the Shire of Carnamah;
 How important certain Shire services were and their satisfaction levels were with them; and
 What their priorities were in the areas of social, environmental, economic and civic leadership in the
Shire.
Overall the levels of satisfaction for the areas of Community Facilities & Infrastructure, Shire Services, and
Community Services increased from the previous Community Survey completed in 2012.
Most noticeably there was an increase of 25% for Townscape presentation and this could be attributed to
the implementation of the Eneabba and Carnamah Revitalisation Projects.
Areas with the lowest satisfaction ratings were as follows:

Child care, playgroup, maternal and infant services
Lack of child care in Carnamah has been an issue for discussion in the community in recent years due to
the folding of the Carnamah Child Care Managing Committee in 2014.
Council has resolved to assist future committees with administrative support in the procurement of
grants but it is not willing to purchase the Child Care building.

Youth Services
This is an ongoing issue for all small communities with declining population. The Shire is receptive to
partnering with groups and organisations to improve services for youth in the Shire.
Whilst the Shire has amongst the best sporting facilities of any Shire in the Mid West , it is appreciated
that other avenues to engage with and to provide services for youth may be warranted.

Regional Collaboration; Long term planning and Financial Management
These areas were subject to a small decrease in satisfaction (6%, 4%, 13%). This could be due to
perception issues that Council may need to address when communicating with the community. An
independent measurement of the Shires financial situation has shown that the Shire of Carnamah is one
of the top performers in the State in terms of financial management. The State average local government
financial health indicator score for 2014/15 was 75%. Carnamah’s financial health indicator score was
96%. (Refer to mycouncil.wa.gov.au)

Figure 6: Aerial view of Carnamah sporting facilities
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Planning Our Future: Major Issues Identified During Community Forums
The community meetings and survey identified the following issues as being of major importance to the
future development and prosperity of the Shire.
SOCIAL
Child Care
Education
Health Services
Aged Services
Youth
Services;
Retaining youth;
Child care

ENVIRONMENTAL
Waste Management
Recycling
Drainage
Wildlife Corridors
Landcare

ECONOMIC
Population Growth
Small Business
Youth Employment
Industry Incentives
Road Infrastructure

Coastal Management

Tourism

Age of Survey Respondents

Shire Rating
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CIVIC LEADERSHIP
Communications
Financial Planning
Financial Management
Strategic Planning
Asset Management
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Council Services – Importance and Satisfaction
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Council Services – Satisfaction 2016 v Satisfaction 2012
Satisfaction levels

Community Services

2016

Health Services
Childcare, playgroup, maternal & infant services
Youth services
Aged and disabled services
Support for volunteers
Affordable housing
Aged person homes
Crime prevention
Small business
Education & training
Telecommunications

th
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2012
100%
56%
47%
83%
88%
89%
94%
82%
82%
79%
68%

58%
74%
47%
70%
58%
90%
69%
85%
81%
80%
81%

increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease

42%
-18%
0%
13%
30%
-1%
25%
-3%
1%
-1%
-13%

Shire of Carnamah Strategic Community Plan 2017- 2027

Satisfaction levels
Community Facilities & Infrastructure

2016

Roads, verges & footpaths
Parks & sporting facilities
Libraries
Community halls & recreation facilities
Playgrounds
Caravan park & camping areas
Tourist centre
Cemetery
Street lighting
Employee housing
Public toilets
Museum
Heritage

2012

100%
100%
84%
100%
100%
100%
89%
88%
100%
87%
95%
100%
100%

79% increase
82% increase
73% increase
82% increase
73% increase
68% increase
65% increase
76% increase
91% increase
92% decrease
97% decrease
88% increase
82% increase

21%
18%
11%
18%
27%
32%
24%
12%
9%
-5%
-2%
12%
18%

88%
82%
91%
68%
75%
71%
84%
61%
77%
85%
88%
77%
81%
77%
75%
72%
75%
79%
75%
70%
82%

1%
-4%
-13%
21%
14%
18%
16%
22%
-6%
3%
12%
23%
8%
-8%
25%
22%
25%
21%
14%
19%
12%

Satisfaction levels

Shire Services

2016

Council's customer service
Long term planning
Financial management
Community engagement
Economic development
Festival & event support
Emergency services
Environmental initiatives
Regional collaboration
General refuse collection
Building control
Health administration & inspection
Town planning
Ranger services
Tourism support
Vegetation management
Townscape presentation
Maintenance of townsites
Drainage, stormwater and flood management
Road works
Police licensing services
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2012
89%
78%
78%
89%
89%
89%
100%
83%
71%
88%
100%
100%
89%
69%
100%
94%
100%
100%
89%
89%
94%

increase
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
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Strategic Direction
Shire of Carnamah Mission Statement
To maintain and enhance the rural way of life within the Shire of Carnamah.
Shire of Carnamah Vision Statement
The Shire of Carnamah will be a sustainable, progressive, desirable and caring community which
recognises and values its diversity

Shire of Carnamah Aspirations:
The aspirations from the Shire of Carnamah Plan for the Future July 2010 to June 2015 were presented to the
community meetings and were recognised to still be relevant. This was further evidenced when the results
of the Community Survey were collated. These aspirations also fit well with the community wellbeing
priorities which are the backbone of this Plan.

To be a vibrant country district with a strong community. To provide a great place to live,
work, raise families and to visit. To be an area that maintains the traditions of a rural lifestyle.
Be characterised by a clean, friendly and safe environment.
We will have an outstanding reputation for caring for our natural environment, cultural diversity and
heritage.

Be a place of economic and lifestyle opportunity.
We will ensure that our residents and visitors will have access to a variety of work and leisure options and
will enjoy an excellent quality of life attuned to a rural lifestyle.

Be recognised as a progressive, customer focussed country local authority.
We will develop a culture of customer focus and engage with the community on an ongoing basis to
ensure that community priorities are established and achieved.

Establish and maintain cost effective, efficient and sustainable community infrastructure and
services.
We will upgrade and efficiently maintain the Shire’s extensive capital infrastructure and provide a high
level of service to the community on a sustainable basis

Promote Health and Well Being
Through the provision of facilities and services and ongoing consultative interaction with the community
we will promote and encourage personal well being, inclusiveness and harmony within the community.
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Key Themes and Objectives
The issues identified during the Community Meetings and from the Community Survey, have been grouped
under the four community wellbeing priorities mentioned previously. These work towards sustainability
through consideration of environmental, social and cultural aspects instead of purely economic (financial).
The objectives included in the Strategic Community Plan are the broad outcomes which, in the long term will
ensure that the vision is achieved. They are the broad description of how the Shire will set about achieving
the vision. The Shire’s objectives provide the foundation for ensuring alignment between the Council’s vision
and aspirations; and the activities which are implemented. By constantly seeking alignment of all actions
with the vision, Council will ensure that the Strategic Community Plan is implemented over the long term.
The Strategic Community Plan is just the beginning of the process and is a broad brush document which sets
out the high level objectives of the community. To deliver on the goals more detailed operational planning is
required. This is documented in the Corporate Business Plan which sets out how the Shire of Carnamah as an
organisation , will structure itself and address the outcomes set out in the Plan.

Social
Objective 1:
Continuity and improvement of existing services and facilities in the Shire.
Strategies to Achieve Social Outcomes
Health Services
1. To optimise primary care services and opportunities for the community.
Rationale
Locally available medical services and facilities are an integral factor in maintaining population in the
district especially the young and elderly who may require these services more frequently than
others.
Restraints to success
Availability of (experienced) health professionals in the region; and resource cost v benefit for
ongoing provision of services and facilities.
Actions
Management
Facilitate appropriate level of visiting CEO
doctor and allied health professional
services.
Maintain medical facilities that will CEO
cater for various health services

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
WACHS / Shire
of Three Springs

Ongoing

WACHS / Silver
Chain

Actions taken to date
a.
Carnamah Medical Centre opened in November 2004;
b.
Weekly visits by doctors in Carnamah
c.
Monthly visits by doctor in Eneabba
d.
Upgraded communication lines to consulting rooms in Carnamah
Actions planned for the future
a.
Consolidation of doctor coverage to both towns.
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Performance measures
a.
Continuance of visiting General Practitioner visits – number of visits each year.
b.
Local support for and patronage of General Practitioner services – patient statistical data.

Educational Facilities
2. To support an appropriate level of education in the Shire from child care to Vocational
Educational Training Programs.
Rationale
Available childcare and education are important factors in maintaining
population in those age groups. Increased employment opportunities.

and increasing the

Restraints to success
Decreasing population numbers, especially school aged children. State Government policies.
Actions
Management
Assist with advocacy / grants for child CEO
care / playgroup

Timeframe
Ongoing

Provide advocacy for the retention of CEO
existing primary, secondary and
vocational education training programs
within the Shire.
Assist with the provision of teacher’s DCEO
housing.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Partners
Community /
Carnamah Day
Care Group /
Eneabba
Playgroup
Dept. of
Education /
Community
Dept. of
Education /
GROH

Actions taken to date
a.
Successful advocacy for retention of Vocational Education Training programs at the
Carnamah District High School.
b.
Provided three quality houses for teachers.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Respond to requests for further teacher housing.
b.
Maintain working relationship with the Carnamah District High School to monitor secondary
education programs provided at the school.
c.
Support the Building of a multipurpose facility to accommodate playgroup/tennis activities in
Eneabba. (Shire to act as auspicing body for any grant funds).
Performance measures
a.
Retention of day care programs – student numbers.
b.
Retention of vocational education and training programs – student numbers.
c.
Retention of teaching staff.
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Town Beautification
3. To plan and implement town beautification programs.
Rationale
To enhance the towns to improve living conditions for locals as well as influencing visitors to stay.
Restraints to success
Volunteer participation. Funding constraints.
Actions
Management
Engage the communities of Carnamah CEO
and Eneabba on beautification ideas
and priorities

Timeframe
Partners
Ongoing
Community

Actions taken to date
a.
Implementation of the Eneabba and Carnamah Revitalisation Projects.
b.
Upgrade of Powerhouse Park
c.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Ongoing maintenance and improvement of towns.
Performance measures
a.
Community and visitor perceptions of town living conditions and beautification – survey.

Aged Services
4. Acknowledge the changing demographics and make provision for accommodation and facilities
for an ageing population.
Rationale
To encourage residents to stay and possibly former residents to return. Increased employment
opportunities.
Restraints to success
Remoteness; funding; Federal and State Government policies.
Actions
Management
Construct and maintain residences Shire
suitable for an ageing population
Liaise with North Midlands Health CEO
Service to ensure appropriate delivery
of Home and Community Care (HACC)
Services

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Dept. of Housing

Ongoing

WACHS

Actions taken to date
a.
Provision of four aged homes in Carnamah.
b.
Provision of medical consulting rooms for the North Midlands Health Service.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Additional independent living units (subject to demand).
Performance measures
a.
Occupation of existing independent living units.
th
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b.
c.

Percentage of older residents choosing to reside in the Shire.
Level of older residents satisfaction with services provided.

Sport & Recreation (including Youth Services & Activities Co-ordinator)
5. To encourage the level of participation in sport and recreation whilst improving facilities and
access.
Rationale
Recreation facilities and service provide the social backbone of the community.
Restraints to success
Dept. of Sport and Recreation grant allocations
Actions
Management
Provide financial and in-kind assistance CEO / DCEO
to sporting clubs to assist in the
improvement of facilities.
Liaise
with
neighbouring
local CEO
governments regarding opportunities
to share facilities to ensure costs can be
minimised.
Investigate funding opportunities to DCEO
engage
youth and community
development services as required

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Sporting Clubs

Ongoing

Neighbouring
Shires / Dept. of
Sport &
Recreation
Community /
Dept. for Child
Protection &
Family Support

Establish walk trails in Eneabba

2016/17

CEO / MWS

Ongoing

Actions taken to date
a.
Participation in Kidsport program.
b.
Provision and maintenance of a wide range of recreation facilities.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Establishment of walk trails in Eneabba.
b.
Respond to demonstrated community priorities for additional recreational facilities.
Performance measures
a.
Increased participation in Kidsport program
b.
Report on responses to demonstrated community priorities for additional recreational
facilities.

Culture and The Arts
6. To promote and facilitate the development of a wide variety of artistic and cultural pursuits that
forge connections between residents of the district and their natural and built environments.
Rationale
To foster a sense of place and belonging.
Restraints to success
Requirement for programs to be driven at a community level.
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Actions
Management
Promotion of the Arts and Education Community
partnership

Timeframe
Ongoing

Promotion of “cultural tourism” CEO /
through the MacPherson Homestead Carnamah
and Carnamah Historical Society.
Historical
Society
Participation in
regional cultural CEO
development such as “Exploring
Wildflower Country Midlands Route”
Initiative.

Ongoing

Partners
North Midlands
Agricultural
Show
Committee
Tourism WA /
Heritage Council
WA

Subject to Shires in the
funding
North Midland
Region

Actions taken to date
a.
Painted Road ( Murals) initiative implemented.
b.
Supported the hosting of North Midlands Art Exhibition.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Implementation of interpretative images and signage associated with the “Exploring
Wildflower Country Midlands Route” initiative.
b.
Improved signage and interpretive information of historical and cultural sites.
Performance measures
a.
Numbers of tourists - tourist information centre and museum patronage statistics.

Environment
Objective 2:
To provide sustainable management of resources and the protection and enhancement of
biodiversity, land, air and water.
Strategies to Achieve Environmental Outcomes
Waste Management
1. To identify future development and ongoing maintenance requirements at Shire waste disposal
sites.
Rationale
Locally available refuse disposal sites are necessary to ensure timely and cost efficient disposal of
waste
Restraints to success
Isolation , cost and regulatory environment.
Actions
Management
Timeframe
Expansion of Carnamah and Eneabba MWS / DCEO / 2016/17
waste disposal sites
CEO
2017/18
Actions planned for the future
a.
Subdivision and amalgamation of associated land.
b.
DER approval obtained.
c.
Fencing and commissioning of extended areas.
th
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Performance measures
a.
Commissioning of extended refuse disposal sites at Carnamah and Eneabba

Recycling
2. To identify future recycling options.
Rationale
To reduce landfill requirements and optimise recycling opportunities.
Restraints to success
Distance from recycling companies and cost of delivery of recycling. Negative cost benefit.

Actions
Identify and maintain recycling areas

Management
Timeframe
EHO/CEO/MWS Ongoing

Partners
Other North
Midlands
Councils

Actions taken to date
a.
Provision of a facility for recycling of newspapers and scrap metal.
b.
Retention and maintenance of Drum Muster recycling sites.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Explore and assess additional recycling sites
Performance measures
a.
Increased recycling rates in Carnamah and Eneabba

Unconventional Gas Impacts
1. To monitor and influence the regulatory environment relating to unconventional gas (fracking)
2. Maintain existing and new information on the potential impacts.
3. Engage with the community/ parliamentary reps and relevant agencies to ensure the best
possible outcomes with respect to preservation of the environment and water resources.
Rationale
To maintain awareness of the economic / social / environmental impacts of the unconventional gas
industry.
Restraints to success
Limited influence on regulatory environment.
Actions
Management
Establish and maintain contact with CEO
industry and agency personnel
Engage and inform the community
CEO

Timeframe
Ongoing
Ongoing

Partners
DMP / DPAW /
Mining Cos.
Community

Actions taken to date
a.
Supported and participated in community forums.
b.
Maintained contact with parliamentary, agency, industry and interest group representatives.
c.
Advocated for greater regulatory control governing environmental clearances for fracking
exploration sites.
th
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d.
e.

Developed a policy covering petroleum, mining and extractive industries.
Developed a Community Statement on fracking.

Actions planned for the future
a.
Monitoring and responding to community concern on unconventional gas (fracking) activity
within the Shire.
Performance measures
a.
Satisfaction rating of community with respect to the Shires involvement in this area of
activity.

Remnant Vegetation, Wildlife Habitat Identification & Protection
1.
2.

Effectively manage reserves under Council’s controls including road reserves.
Encourage awareness and appreciation of the district’s biodiversity and
promote the community’s involvement in its conservation.
Promote natural resources management that improves productivity and safeguards the
welfare of future generations.

3.

Rationale
To promote awareness of the Shire’s environmental assets and maintain reserves under the Shire’s
control.
Restraints to success
Clearance of vegetation to accommodate necessary road widening.
Actions
Management
Continuous improvement of our CEO
knowledge of the district’s biodiversity
and processes that threaten it.
Support programs to monitor and CEO
evaluate
the effectiveness
and
efficiency in achieving biodiversity
conservation.
Develop and implement fire protection CESM
plan and bushfire risk management
plans.

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
DPAW / NACC

Ongoing

DPAW

Ongoing

DFES / DPAW

Actions taken to date
a.
Supported eradication of pest plants in Carnamah and Eneabba townsites.
b.
Employed a Community Emergency Services Manager in partnership with the Shires of
Coorow, Irwin and with DFES.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Support community driven environmental projects.
b.
Support interpretative signage for flora and fauna.
Performance measures
a.
Improved fire preparedness through employment of CESM. Satisfaction rating
b.
Reduction in pest plant infestation of Carnamah and Eneabba townsites.
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Coastal Management
1.

Develop a position on the future management of the coastline.

Rationale
The coastal section of the Shire is undeveloped. As visitor pressure and the demand for coastal
development increases, a position will need to be determined on the appropriate management and
development of the area.
Restraints to success
Lack of developer demand; Scarce financial resources in an environment of competing demands;
Tenure of land; Intermittent engagement with the Department of Land and other agencies.
Actions
Management
Continue to engage with the CEO
Department of Land with respect to
future tenure and management of the
area.
Engage with the community when
options for the future tenure and
management of the area become
clearer.

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Department of
Lands

Actions taken to date
a.
Participated in Carnamah – Coorow Coastal Management Strategy 2008
b.
Engaged with (senior) Department of Land personnel.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Continue engagement with Department of Land personnel
Performance measures
a.
Determination of future land tenure and management of the area.

Economic
Objective 3:
To retain existing industries and encourage the establishment of new industries to broaden the
district’s economic base and develop and maintain an efficient road transport system.
Strategies to Achieve Economic Outcomes
1. To develop, maintain and improve an efficient road system to support the transport
requirements associated with agricultural production.
2. To review and amend as necessary the Shire of Carnamah Local Planning Scheme No 2, to
ensure appropriate land use zoning to accommodate future business activity.
Rationale
Development and maintenance of an efficient road network is the core function of the Shire.
Restraints to success
Excessive pressure on road system and government funding constraints
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Actions
Management
Lobbying
State
and
Federal CEO / Council
Governments to adequately fund roads

Timeframe
Ongoing

Maintaining
effective
working CEO
relationship with Main Roads WA
Heavy Transport section to ensure
capacity of roads to sustain heavy
haulage traffic is not exceeded.
Review and amend as necessary Local CEO
Planning Scheme No 2.

Ongoing

Partners
MRWA / R2R /
Members of
Parliament
MRWA

Every 5 to 7 Department of
years
Planning / WAPC

Actions taken to date
a.
Attracted funding for upgrade of Carnamah - Bunjil road and Eneabba – Coolimba road (
Regional heavy haulage grain transport route)
b.
Adopted a Local Planning Strategy and Local Planning Scheme No 2 in which additional
provision was made for industrial and light industrial areas.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Completion of upgrading the Carnamah – Bunjil road and the Eneabba – Coolimba road.
b.
Completion of the widening of the Carnamah – Eneabba road and the Three Springs –
Eneabba road.
c.
Prioritise upgrading of heavy haulage routes in liaison with regional partners
and Main Roads WA.
d.
Initiate amendments to the Shire of Carnamah Local Planning Scheme No 2 as required.
Performance measures
a.
Staged completion of upgrade of Carnamah – Bunjil and Eneabba – Coolimba roads.
b.
Completion of the widening of the Carnamah – Eneabba road and the Three Springs–
Eneabba road.
c.
Successful amendments to the Shire of Carnamah Local Planning Scheme No 2.

Business
3. Retain existing industries and encourage the establishment of new industries to broaden the
district’s economic base.
Rationale
To add to the economic and social viability of the Shire.
Restraints to success
Access to land to accommodate industries. Cost of developing land.
Actions
Management
Promote availability of factory units CEO/DCEO
and associated housing.
Assist
proponents
with
land CEO
availability/zoning matters to facilitate
development.
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Actions taken to date
a.
Completion of housing for regional employees in partnership with CLGF regional funding.
b.
Ongoing subsidisation of factory units and houses.
Actions planned for the future
a. Respond to the needs of proponents and provide assistance with land tenure and zoning
matters.
Performance measures
a.
Occupation of factory units.
b.
New or expanded businesses.

Infrastructure
4. To maintain and improve the standard of community infrastructure including roads, public
buildings, water, drainage, parks, gardens and public open space, footpaths and walk trails.
Rationale
To provide high quality infrastructure for the benefit of residents, business and industries.
Restraints to success
Some dependency on external grant funding (particularly for roads).
Actions
Management
Develop and implement a ten year local CEO / MWS
roads upgrade and management plan

Timeframe
2018/19

Develop and implement a footpath plan CEO / MWS
for Carnamah and Eneabba
Manage Council road plant to ensure MWS
resources are available to be effectively
and efficiently utilised.

2018/19

Partners
Mid West
Regional Road
Group / R2R /
MRWA
Community

Ongoing

Nil

Actions taken to date
a.
Ten year road plant replacement program developed.
b.
Five year plan for roads of regional significance established.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Implementation of footpath plan.
Performance measures
a.
Community satisfaction level with the various classes of Shire infrastructure

Tourism
5. To promote and develop a sustainable tourism industry in the Shire of Carnamah
Rationale
To showcase the diverse natural and built attractions of the Shire.
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Restraints to success
Limited volunteer capacity.
Actions
Management
Participate in the “Wildflower CEO
Country” marketing

Timeframe
Ongoing

Continue
to
improve
the DCEO / CEO
Carnamah Caravan Park and
Eneabba Short Stay Facility to
cater for changing demand in the
accommodation industry
Promote and enhance natural CEO/DCEO
environment and wildflowers to
attract tourists.
Support the Carnamah Tourism CEO/DCEO
Committee and the Carnamah
Historical Society.

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing

Partners
Neighbouring Shires
/Wildflower Country
Inc.

Carnamah Tourism
Committee /
Wildflower Country Inc
Carnamah Tourism
Committee /
Carnamah Historical
Society

Actions taken to date
a.
Annual contribution to Wildflower Country initiative.
b.
Upgrade of the Carnamah caravan park.
c.
Establishment of the Eneabba short stay facility.
d.
Provision of premises for the Carnamah Tourist Group.
e.
Improvements at Macpherson Homestead.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Incremental improvements to Carnamah Caravan Park , Eneabba Short Stay Facility,
Carnamah Tourist Centre and Macpherson Homestead.
Performance measures
a.
Implementation of Carnamah caravan Park and Eneabba Short Stay Facility improvements.
b.
Increase in level of satisfaction with Shire tourism facilities – statistical data from tourist
information bay centre, museum and feedback from local businesses

Civic Leadership
Objective 4:
To be a professional, customer focussed organisation, which
 effectively engages (with) the community to determine strategic direction,
 responsibly manages the organisation’s assets and financial resources,
 is a strong advocate for the community.
Strategies to Achieve Civic Leadership Outcomes
Communications
1. To improve communications between Council and the community; and to disseminate
information.
Rationale
To develop a high level of community cohesion to progress social and economic initiatives.
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Restraints to success
Nil
Actions
Management
Council meeting agendas are available ESO
in hard copy and electronically 72
hours before each ordinary meeting
of Council.
Council briefs will be published in CEO
local community newspapers after
each Ordinary Meeting of Council.
The community will be engaged on CEO
topical issues as they arise.

Timeframe
Monthly

Partners
Community

Monthly

Community

Ongoing

Community

Actions taken to date
a.
Website updated at least monthly.
b.
Council briefs published monthly.
c.
Development and implementation of a community engagement strategy
Performance measures
a.
Community satisfaction /absence of complaints with Council communication/engagement

Financial Planning and Management
2. To responsibly manage Council’s financial resources to ensure optimum value for money and
sustainable asset management.
Rationale
Legislation and best business practice.
Restraints to success
Nil
Actions
Prepare and implement a long term
financial plan.

Management
DCEO

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Community /
DLGC

Actions
Management
Adopt an asset management and DCEO / MWS
replacement strategy that minimises
the net cost of replacing assets.

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Council

Utilise cash reserves to enable the DCEO
funding for large projects over several
years.

Ongoing

Council

Rationale
Legislation and best business practice.
Restraints to success
Nil
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Evaluate
resource
opportunities.

sharing CEO

Assess all potential funding sources, CEO / DCEO
particularly grants to enable the
maximisation of community benefit
from matching cash contributions by
Council.

Ongoing

Neighbouring
Shires

Ongoing

Various
Funding Bodies

Actions taken to date
a.
Creation of cash backed reserve funds to finance asset renewal programs
b.
Resource sharing with neighbouring Shires.
c.
Attraction of grant funding for infrastructure, planning and community development
initiatives.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Development of Corporate Business Plan in compliance with legislative requirements.
b.
Participation in the North Midlands Economic Development Strategy.
Performance measures
a.
Adoption of finance and asset sustainability indicators and performance against those
indicators.

Strategic Planning
3. Ongoing reviews of the Strategic Community Plan
Rationale
To comply with legislation as well as keeping the Plan relevant.
Restraints to success
Lack of community interest and involvement. Negativity in the community towards the Shire Council
and staff.
Actions
Management
A strategic review of the Strategic CEO
Community Plan will be scheduled for
two years from when it is adopted.
A full review of the Strategic CEO
Community Plan will be scheduled for
four years from when it is adopted.

Timeframe
2018/19

2020/21

Partners
Council /
Community /
DLGC
Council /
Community /
DLGC

Actions taken to date
a.
Reviews completed in compliance with legislative requirements.
b.
Community Engagement Policy developed and implemented.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Periodical review of Strategic Community Plan and Community Engagement Policy
Performance measures
a.
Community satisfaction with community engagement and process to review Strategic
Community Plan and Community Engagement Policy.
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Asset Management
4. Meet the required level of service in the most cost effective manner for present and future
residents.
Rationale
Best business practice.
Restraints to success
Nil
Actions
Management
Develop and maintain an Asset DCEO / MWS
Management Plan.

Timeframe
Ongoing

Partners
Council / DLGC

Actions taken to date
a.
Developed and implemented an Asset Management Plan in compliance with legislative
requirements.
Actions planned for the future
a.
Updates in line with Integrated Reporting and Planning guidelines.
Performance measures
a.
Measurement of performance against asset sustainability indicators and community
satisfaction with level of service of infrastructure assets.

Disaster Management
5. To ensure Bush Fire Brigades and State Emergency Services have vehicles, plant, buildings,
equipment and training to respond to emergencies in accordance with the local emergency
management plan.
Rationale
To preserve and protect life and property
Restraints to success
Nil
Actions
Management
Assess needs on an annual basis prior DCEO
to submission for funding under the
ESL grant scheme.
Complete update of Shires of CEO / CESM
Carnamah
and
Coorow
local
emergency management plan (LEMC)

Timeframe
Annually

Partners
BFB & SES
representatives

Ongoing

DFES

Actions taken to date
a.
Review and adoption of emergency management plan
Actions planned for the future
b.
Annual needs assessment
Performance measures
a.
Community satisfaction with preparedness for fire and other emergencies.
b.
Increased community perceptions of safety
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Major Projects
 Carnamah-Bunjil Road upgrade
 Eneabba–Coolimba Road upgrade
 Commissioning of extended refuse removal sites at Carnamah and Eneabba

Resourcing Implications
The Strategic Community Plan has to be necessarily aligned to the resources that the Shire has at its
disposal. The mix of resources required to implement and progress the plan are comprised of:

2016/17 Rate Revenue

$1,878,614

2015/16 Total Revenue
Number of FTE Staff

$8,114,579
26
1.7%
$594,903 (of which $376,259 are self-supporting loans
Increase in rates of 1% in the first year & then an additional 0.1% per
year. Reserve funds remaining at $2.6m for the first four years then
rising to $2.7m
Increase in rates of 1.2% in the first year & then an additional 0.1% per
year. Reserve funds rising to $2.9m in the first four years then rising to
$3.7m
Increase in rates of 1.4% in the first year & then an additional 0.2% per
year. Reserve funds rising to $2.9m in the first four years then rising to
$4.1m
0.8% for the first two years rising gradually to 2.3%
Average $12,000 per year
Rising from $59.0m to $62.0m over the plan
2016/17
$1,879,000 (23.15%)
2025/26
$2,131,000 (38.97%)
$380,317 or 4.7% of total revenue
$441,372 or 7.9% of total revenue
$4.0m
or 49.29% of total revenue
$0.9m
or 16.0% of total revenue

Plan based on average inflation of
Borrowings At 30/6/17
Low Scenario

Medium Scenario

High Scenario

Interest on Investments
Profit on Sale of Assets
Revaluation Reserve
Rates as a % Total Revenue
Untied Grants 2016/17
2025/26
Capital Grants 2016/17
2025/26

Asset and Workforce Requirements
A professional, multi skilled, motivated and stable staff is necessary to enable the plan to be implemented.
The Shires Workforce Development Plan aligns the capacity of the organisation’s human resources to
progress and implement the Strategic Community Plan. The Shire’s human resources comprise a mix of
permanent, part time and casual employees, consultants and contractors.

How will we know if the plan is succeeding?
Each strategy has a listed performance measure that will be assessed each year and reported in the Annual
Report.
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Appendices
A. Other Shire Information
The following information is available to the public from the Shire Offices in Carnamah and Eneabba and
on the Shire website www.carnamah.wa.gov.au






Council Agendas and Minutes
Annual Budget
Council Policies
Local Laws
List of Councillors and their contact details

B. References
Carnamah Community Strategic Plan 2012 - 2022
Department of Local Government: Integrated Planning and Reporting Advisory Standard
Department of Local Government and Communities: Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR)
Framework and Guidelines – September 2016

C. Acronyms
Shire of Carnamah
CEO
Chief Executive Officer
DCEO
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
MWS
Manger of Works & Services
CESM
Community Emergency Services Manager
EHO
Environmental Health Officer (contract)
ESO
Executive Support Officer
State Government
DLGC
Department of Local Government and Communities
DER
Department of Environment Regulation
DFES
Department of Fire and Emergency Services
DPAW
Department of Parks and Wildlife
DMP
Department of Mines and Petroleum
BFB
Bush Fire Brigade
GROH
Government Regional Officer Housing
MRWA
Main Roads Western Australia
NACC
Northern Agricultural Catchments Council
R2R
Roads to Recovery
SES
State Emergency Service
WACHS WA Country Health Service
WAPC
Western Australian Planning Commission
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D. Community Engagement – Information Bulletins

REVIEW OF THE SHIRE OF CARNAMAH COMMUNITY STRATEGIC
PLAN 2012 - 2022
INFORMATION BULLETIN NO 1
REVIEW OF THE SHIRE OF CARNAMAH COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN
In consultation with the community, Council intends to carry out a major review of the Shire of Carnamah
Community Strategic Plan.
The purpose of the Plan is to set the direction of the Shire for the next ten years.
The Community Strategic Plan of the district
 articulates a vision of the future which is supported by Council and the wider community;
 provides an overview of the Shire's current situation.
 identifies factors that will impact on the future of the Shire.
 identifies proposed major capital projects.
The critical questions that need to be addressed are:




Where are we now?
Where do we want to be?
How do we get there?

In order to encourage community participation, Council has adopted the following process for the review of
the Community Strategic plan:
1. Introduction paper prepared to initially engage the community in the process (March/April);
2. Fact sheet prepared and circulated to inform the community of the current status of the
Community Strategic Plan (March/April);
3. Fact sheet prepared on the current financial environment in which the Shire is operating in terms
of government grants and rate levels (March/April);
4. “ Round table” public meetings to be to be held after the Ordinary Council meetings in May
(Carnamah) and June (Eneabba), facilitation of these meeting to be conducted by staff;
5. Outcomes from public meetings to be collated and made public (July/August);
6. Public survey to be circulated along the lines of the survey for the inaugural Community Strategic
Plan; (August)
7. Community Strategic Plan Developed along with other plans and informing strategies and adopted
in late 2016/early 2017.
The current Community Strategic Plan may be accessed on the Shires website: www.carnamah.wa.gov.au
Public Documents go to Categories and scroll down Strategic Plan.
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REVIEW OF THE SHIRE OF CARNAMAH COMMUNITY STRATEGIC
PLAN 2012 - 2022
INFORMATION BULLETIN NO 2
FACT SHEET: CURRENT STATUS OF THE COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN
The Shire’s first Community Plan was adopted on the 19th September 2012. It was compiled after extensive
consultation with the community. The Shire has worked diligently to meet the established objectives in the
plan.
The following report provides an overview of the current status of the community priorities contained within
the plan.

KEY THEME – SOCIAL
OBJECTIVE 1: CONTINUITY AND IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING SERVICES AND FACILITIES IN THE SHIRE
ACTIONS

CURRENT STATUS

1. Health Services: To optimise primary care services and opportunities for the community
Facilitate appropriate level of visiting doctor
and allied health professional services
Maintain medical facilities that will cater for
various health services




Subsidised Doctors’ visits and nurses clinics in Carnamah.
Subsidised Doctor’s visits introduced in Eneabba



Consulting rooms maintained in Carnamah and made available to doctors and
allied health professionals.
Support provided to the building of the new Silver Chain facility at Eneabba.



2. Educational Facilities: To support an appropriate level of education in the Shire from child care to Vocational Educational
Training Programs
 Carnamah Day Care offered support with grant funding applications to assist it
to resume operations.
Maintain/support existing Shire owned child
 Premises and support provided to Carnamah Playgroup.
care facilities
 Current issue with Eneabba Playgroup building will necessitate making
available alternative premises.
Provide advocacy for the retention of existing
primary, secondary and vocational education
The Shire has not been called upon to provide advocacy in recent years.
training programs within the Shire
Assist with the provision of teacher's housing.

The Shire continues to provide some teacher housing in Carnamah.

3. Town Beautification: To plan and implement town beautification programs
Engage the communities of Carnamah and
Eneabba on beautification ideas and priorities

Both communities engaged through public meetings. Carnamah and
Eneabba Reference Groups established.

Access funding opportunities to engage
professional urban design planners

Funding attracted and acquitted which enabled the engagement of
consultants to assist with planning town revitalisation programs in
Carnamah and Eneabba.

Access funding opportunities
implementation of the plans

for

the




Funding accessed to enable implementation of plans.
Town revitalisation programs largely completed. Increased visitor activity
and ongoing positive comments in both towns. Increased level of
community pride.

4. Aged Services: Acknowledge the changing demographics and make provision for accommodation and facilities for an ageing
population
Construct and maintain residences suitable for
an ageing population
Liaise with North Midlands Health Service to
ensure appropriate delivery of Home and
Community Care (HACC) Services
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No current demand for additional accommodation units. All units currently
occupied.
The Shire has an aging democratic profile which indicates older residents
are choosing to live in the Shire. HACC Services continue to be well
patronised
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5. Sport & Recreation (including Youth Services & Activities Co-ordinator): To encourage the level of participation in sport and
recreation whilst improving facilities and access
Provide financial and in-kind assistance to
sporting clubs to assist in the improvement of
facilities

All sporting clubs enjoy facilities subsidised by the Shire. Significant
financial support provided to the Carnamah Bowling and Tennis Clubs for the
renewal of playing surfaces. Opportunities to share facilities with neighbouring
local governments have not been initiated.

Liaise with neighbouring local governments
regarding opportunities to share facilities to ensure
costs can be minimised




Investigate funding opportunities to engage
youth and community development services as
required
Establish walk trails from Carnamah
township to both Macpherson Homestead and the
Lakes Lookout
Upgrade walk trails in Eneabba township and
link facilities

Recommended that this proposed action be revisited.
Ongoing patronage of Kidsport program has been maximised.
No community demand evident. No requests for assistance received.

Walk trails to Macpherson Homestead and Lakes Lookout completed.
To be progressed – planning underway.

6. Culture and the Arts: To promote and facilitate the development of a wide variety or artistic and cultural pursuits that forge
connections between residents of the district and their natural and built environment.
Promotion
partnership

of

the

Arts

and

Education

Promotion of "cultural tourism" through the
MacPherson Homestead and Carnamah Historical
Society
Participation
in
regional
cultural
developments such as "Exploring Wildflower
Country Midlands Route" Initiative

Financial and in-kind support provided to assist in the hosting of art
exhibitions.
 Improvements, including interpretive signage implemented at Macpherson
Homestead.
 New tourist information boards constructed in both towns.
 Increased numbers of tourists and people overnighting in Carnamah, Eneabba
and Lake Indoon.
Decision taken to re-join Wildflower Country Inc. This initiative is currently
being explored.

KEY THEME – CIVIC LEADERSHIP
OBJECTIVE 4: TO BE A PROFESSIONAL, CUSTOMER FOCUSSED ORGANISATION, WHICH
(A) EFFECTIVELY ENGAGES (WITH) THE COMMUNITY TO DETERMINE STRATEGIC DIRECTION,
(B) RESPONSIBLY MANAGES THE ORGANISATION'S ASSETS AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES,
(C) IS A STRONG ADVOCATE FOR THE COMMUNITY
ACTIONS

CURRENT STATUS

1. Communications: To improve communications between Council and the community; and to disseminate information
Council meeting agendas are available in hard
copy and electronically 72 hours before each
ordinary meeting of Council
Council briefs will be published in local
community newspapers after each Ordinary
Meeting of Council
The community will be engaged on topical
issues as they arise

Meeting agendas made available in hard copy and electronically 72 hours
before each ordinary meeting of Council.
Council briefs are published in The Mat and Eneabba News after each
Ordinary Council meeting.
Community is engaged on topical issues as they arise.

2. Financial Planning and Management: To responsibly manage Council's financial resources to ensure optimum value for money
and sustainable asset management
Prepare and implement a long term financial
plan
Adopt an asset management plan and
replacement strategy that minimises the net cost of
replacing assets
Utilise cash reserves to enable the funding for
large projects over several years
Evaluate resource sharing opportunities
Assess potential funding sources, particularly
grants to enable the maximisation of community
benefit from matching cash contributions by
Council

th
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Long term financial plan completed and updated annually.
Asset management plan and replacement strategy completed
Cash reserves established and maintained to fund major contingencies
The Shire contracts out some services provided by other Shires. eg - Ranger
and Health and Building services.

Funding sources for appropriate Shire and community projects assessed.
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3. Strategic Planning: Ongoing reviews of the Community Strategic Plan
A strategic review of the Strategic
Community Plan will be scheduled for two years
Desktop review of the CSP was carried out in 2014.
from when it is adopted
A full review of the Strategic Community
Plan will be scheduled for four years from when it
is adopted

Full review of the Strategic Community Plan initiated for 2016/17.

4. Asset Management: Meet the required level of service in the most cost effective manner for present and future residents
Develop and maintain an Asset Management

Asset Management Plan completed. Level of community satisfaction to be
ascertained as part of the community engagement process.

Plan

5. Disaster Management: To ensure bush fire brigades and state emergency services have vehicles, plant, buildings, equipment
and training to respond to emergencies in accordance with the local emergency management plan
Assess needs on an annual basis prior to
submission for funding under the ESL grant
scheme.
Prepare a funding submission for the
replacement of the Eneabba Emergency Services
building
Complete update of Shires of Carnamah and
Coorow Local Emergency Management Plan
(LEMC)

Needs assessed on an annual basis. Level of community satisfaction to be
ascertained as a part of the community engagement process.
New Eneabba Emergency Services building completed in 2014. Community
perceptions to be ascertained.
Local Emergency Management Plan updated.

KEY THEME - ECONOMIC
OBJECTIVE 3: TO RETAIN EXISTING INDUSTRIES AND ENCOURAGE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW
INDUSTRIES TO BROADEN THE DISTRICT'S ECONOMIC BASE AND DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN AN EFFICIENT
ROAD TRANSPORT SYSTEM
ACTIONS

CURRENT STATUS

1. Strategies to Achieve Economic Outcomes
(i) To develop, maintain and improve an efficient road system to support the transport requirements associated with agricultural
production
(ii) To review the Shire of Carnamah Town Planning Scheme to ensure appropriate land use zoning to accommodate future
business activity
Lobby State and Federal Governments to
adequately fund roads.
Maintain effective working relationship with
Main Roads WA Heavy Transport section to ensure
capacity of roads to sustain heavy haulage traffic is
not exceeded.
Review and update Town Planning Scheme





Bunjil Carnamah Road in final stage of upgrade.
Old Telegraph Road completed.
Concerted negotiations and lobbying continuing for additional funding for the
Eneabba - Coolimba Road.




Regular communication initiated with Main Roads Heavy Transport section.
Roads assessed when changes to RAV categories are requested.
Local Planning Scheme No 2 completed and adopted in June 2014.

2. Town Planning: Maintain an up to date Shire of Carnamah Town Planning Scheme to accommodate land use requirements
and stakeholder priorities
Liaise with the Shire of Coorow on the
expansion of the Leeman townsite

No further action initiated by the Shire of Coorow.

3. Business: Retain existing industries and encourage the establishment of new industries to broaden the district's economic base
Encourage industry to invest in sustainable
processes using innovative technology or products

No action. This needs to be revisited to determine whether or not it is
realistic.

Due to the public expectation of some degree
of social leadership from the private sector;
development of a partnership between Council ,
commerce and the community is essential

Factory units fully occupied.

Investigate potential funding sources to assist
commerce and industry such as Regional
Partnership grants and Austlink

Two new houses for regional employees constructed in 2013.

4. Infrastructure: To maintain and improve the standard of community infrastructure including roads, public buildings, water,
drainage, parks, gardens and public open space, footpaths and walk trails
Develop and implement a ten year local roads
upgrade and management plan.
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Staged upgrade plans established for major roads.
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Develop and implement a footpath plan for
Carnamah and Eneabba
Manage Council road plant to ensure
resources are available to be effectively and
efficiently utilised

To be completed.
10 year Plant Replacement Program established. All road plant current and
well maintained.

Investigate future relocation of the Shire depot
to outside of the residential area of the Carnamah
townsite

To be completed.

5. Tourism: To promote and develop a sustainable tourism industry in the Shire of Carnamah
Participate in the "Wildflower Country"
marketing
Develop the Carnamah Caravan Park to cater
for changing demand in the accommodation
industry

The Shire has resumed membership of the Wildflower Country group which
is working on a marketing strategy.
Significant improvements made to the Carnamah Caravan park, including
construction of camper’s kitchen.

Establish a caravan facility in Eneabba

Short stay facility established at Eneabba. Well patronised.

Update and renew the tourist information bay
maps and signs in Eneabba and Carnamah

New information bay boards installed at Carnamah and Eneabba.

KEY THEME – ENVIRONMENTAL
OBJECTIVE 2: TO PROVIDE SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES AND THE PROTECTION AND
ENHANCEMENT OF BIODIVERSITY, LAND, AIR AND WATER
ACTIONS

CURRENT STATUS

1. Waste Management: To identify future development and ongoing maintenance requirements at Shire waste disposal sites
Expansion of Carnamah and Eneabba waste
disposal sites




Carnamah extension rezoned and currently being subdivided.
Eneabba extension being acquired from Iluka.

2. Recycling: To identify future recycling options
The Lions metal recycling site has been maintained. The lack of demand and
negative economics associated with recycling paper and glass have made this
unviable.

Identify and maintain recycling areas

3. Unconventional Gas Impact
(i) To monitor and influence the regulatory environment relating to unconventional gas (fracking)
(ii) Maintain existing and new information on the potential impacts
(iii) Engage with the community/parliamentary reps and relevant agencies to ensure the best possible outcomes with respect to
preservation of the environment and water resources
Establish and maintain contact with industry
and agency personnel

Communications established with DMP and Conservation Council of WA.


Engage and inform the community


Community engaged on fracking and support given to the Carnamah Action
Group and the P.O.W.E.R Group.
Shire Policy and Community Statement on Fracking adopted.

4. Remnant Vegetation, Wildlife Habitat Identification & Protection
(i) Effectively manage reserves under Council's control including road reserves
(ii) Encourage awareness and appreciation of the district's biodiversity and promote the community's involvement in its
conservation
(iii) Promote natural resources management that improves productivity and safeguards the welfare of future
generations
Continuous improvement of our knowledge of
the district's biodiversity and processes that threaten
it
Support programs to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency in achieving
biodiversity conservation
Develop and implement the Central West
Coast Fire Protection Plan

Bushfire risk management planning and mitigation underway.
Attention regularly given to eradicating pest plants in townsites, particularly
Caltrop.
To be completed.

5. Coastal Management: Effectively manage the Coastal assets of the Shire
Liaise with the Shire of Coorow on
recommendations from Carnamah-Coorow Coastal
Management Strategy 2008

No action initiated by either Shire. Recent discussions held with the
Department of Lands on future management options for the Carnamah coastline.

The current Community Strategic Plan may be accessed on the Shire’s website: www.carnamah.wa.gov.au 
Public Documents  Categories and scroll down to Strategic Plan.
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REVIEW OF THE SHIRE OF CARNAMAH
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN 2012 - 2022
INFORMATION BULLETIN NO 3
FACT SHEET: THE CURRENT FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Members of the community will soon be given the opportunity to provide input as to what the Shire’s
priorities should be over the next 10 years. Local government works in an environment of competing demands
as to how each dollar is spent. It is important that the community is informed of the where the Shire sits
financially in order to prioritise where resources should be directed and the impact that expenditure may have
on rate levels.
This Bulletin aims to provide an overview of the Shire’s financial position, along with some comparative data
(and performance) with other Shires in the region and the measures that Council is taking to ensure the
continued financial viability of the organisation.
OVERVIEW OF CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION:
The Shire is currently in a sound financial position as evidenced by:
 A low and diminishing level of debt ($241,000) apart from self-supporting loans.
 Cash backed Reserves of $2.3m.
 Current Ratio of 3.29
(Measures a local government’s ability to meet its immediate cash commitments. A ratio greater than
1.0 meets the WA Department of Local Governments Current Ratio Standard)
 Operating Surplus Ratio of 0.25
(Measures a local government’s ability to cover its operational costs and have revenues available for
capital funding. A ratio greater than 0.15 meets the WA Department of Local Governments Advanced
Standard)
MAIN SOURCES OF REVENUE:
Rate Revenue:
$1,864,598
Grant Income:
$4,683,720
MAIN AREAS OF EXPENDITURE:
Recreation:
$1,151,000
Roads Maintenance: $ 987,377
Roads Upgrade:
$2,594,484
SHIRE OF CARNAMAH OPERATING EXPENDITURE BY PROGRAM
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MEASURES TAKEN TO ENSURE CONTINUED FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Reserve Funds:
The Shire maintains several cash backed reserves to meet high cost contingencies when scheduled. This
alleviates the need to substantially increase rates or to take out loans. These include the plant replacement
reserve, refuse site reserve, employee leave reserve, roadworks reserve and asset revaluation reserve
Staffing – Multiskilling and Retaining In - House Expertise:
 There has been a decrease in staff numbers over the last 5 years.
 There is very little reliance on external consultants.
 All accounting functions and roadwork administration functions are carried out in-house.
 Services such as environmental health, building approvals, ranger services and town planning are out
sourced as and when required.
 There has been no turnover of senior staff members in the last 6 years.
Plant and Equipment:
Major road making plant is changed over at optimum periods and funded through the plant replacement
reserve. This minimises the cost of repairs and downtime associated with major breakdowns.
SPECIAL CHALLENGES
Maintaining Facilities and Services in Two Towns:
Due to its two town situation, there is some duplication of a number of facilities and services which carries
with it a significant financial consequence. Examples include:
 Refuse sites
 Recreation centres,
 Shire offices and libraries
 Swimming pools
 Ovals and parks and gardens
 Works depots
 Airstrips
 Fire brigades
 Subsidisation of visiting doctor services
Improving and Maintaining an Extensive Road Network
The Shire has the highest road counts of heavy haulage vehicles of any Shire in the North Midlands. This is
attributable to Carnamah being a primary CBH receival point which attracts heavy haulage grain traffic from
areas outside of the Shire of Carnamah and transportation of aggregate and lime sands from locally based
industries to the wider region.
The closure of the rail line between Maya and Perenjori has placed heavy prioritisation on upgrading the
Carnamah-Bunjil road to better accommodate heavy haulage grain traffic. Additionally the recent transfer of
the Eneabba–Coolimba road from Main Roads WA to the Shire carries with it the requirement for a $6m
upgrade to make the road fit for purpose to accommodate lime sands transportation and the increasing number
of tourists who are using the road. The greatest ongoing challenge is to secure external grant funding to enable
these upgrades to be completed.
\
The Shires unsealed road network is also a priority and the Shire plans to carry out an extensive gravel
resheeting and improved drainage program when the major bitumen widening works on the Shires main
arterial roads have been completed.
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Escalating Utility Costs
The last 5 years have seen increases in the costs of power, water and street lighting well beyond the rate of
inflation. This makes it challenging for local governments to absorb these increased costs without passing
them on through rate increases.
Compliance Costs
Compliance costs have increased markedly for local government generally. An example is the relatively
recent requirement to have all assets over a nominated value to be professionally valued every three years.
Over a three year period cost estimates to the Shire are in the order of $70,000
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SHIRES IN THE NORTH MIDLANDS:
(Shires of Coorow, Carnamah, Three Springs, Mingenew, Morawa, Perenjori)
Asset Base:
Carnamah is second only to Coorow in having the highest asset base in the North Midlands ($103m). This is
largely attributable to the duplication of facilities and services in Carnamah and Eneabba.
Expenditure on Recreation:
Carnamah spends more on maintaining recreation facilities than the other Shires in the North Midlands.
Expenditure on Roads:
Carnamah spends more on constructing and maintaining roads than the other Shires in the North Midlands.
Governance Costs:
Carnamah has the lowest governance costs in the North Midlands.
Rating:
Carnamah’s agricultural rates are amongst the highest in the North Midlands. Council is committed to
containing the level of rate increases as much as possible. Rate increases over the past 5 financial years in the
Shire of Carnamah have been as follows:

Rural
Townsites

2011/12
10.5%
10.04%

2012/13
10.3%
8.76%

2013/14
4.6%
11.93%

2014/15
4.95%
5.2%

2015/16
1.8%
2.9%

Percentage Rate Growth Comparisons – North Midlands
Shire
Carnamah
Coorow
Three Springs
Mingenew
Morawa
Perenjori
State Average

2013/14
4.93%
1.5%
14.61%
5.88%
-3.76%
2.1%
8.18%

2014/15
4.99%
8.97%
8.32%
12.48%
19.72%
7.65%
8.38%

Average Over 2 Years
4.96%
5.24%
11.46%
9.18%
7.98%
4.87%
8.28%

Grant Income
Carnamah has received the highest level of road funding in the North Midlands, due mainly to special State
infrastructure funding being allocated for the upgrade of the Carnamah-Bunjil Road and Federal Government
Black Spot funding for the Eneabba Coolimba Road. Grant income has also been attracted to help fund the
recent Carnamah and Eneabba town revitalisation programs.
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The Commonwealth Government’s Financial Assistance Grants (FAGS) to the Shire form an essential part of
the Shire’s revenue stream. In 2015/16, $1,233.553 has been allocated to the Shire. In 2013/14, the Federal
Government as part of its budget repair strategy, decided to freeze any increases in FAGS funding for a period
of three years.
Shire of Carnamah - Financial Health Indicator Results
The State Government has recently introduced the mycouncil.wa.gov.au website. This initiative is designed to
strengthen local government accountability and performance. It provides access to information as to how
Councils are raising, spending and managing their money as well as allowing direct comparisons on financial
performance between Councils.
Carnamah has been rated as having a financial health indicator score of 96. This compares favourably with the
state average score of 74 and the regional average score of 70.
This Information Bulletin is intended to provide the Elector with a very broad overview of the financial
landscape in which the Shire operates however those wishing to access further information are invited to

contact the CEO, Bill Atkinson, or the Deputy CEO, Ian Walsh who will be able to provide more
detail as required.
The current Community Strategic Plan may be accessed on the Shire’s website:
www.carnamah.wa.gov.au  Public Documents  Categories and scroll down to Strategic Plan.
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